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Due to recent interest in the use of elaborative
contexts to enhance associative learning, the effectiveness of
elaboration as an instructional technique in vocabulary development
was evaluated with 107 educable mentally retarded children in three
primary level classes. Ss were given vocabulary instruction under one
of three instructional conditions: Relational (relational
elaborations and thematic summary), Non-Relational (non-relational
elaborations and non-relational summary), and Mixed (non-relational
elaborations and thematic summary). Analyses of data related to
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strategies indicated that all conditions demonstrated increases in
*specific* vocabulary development and that the utilization of
instructional strategies varied with the conditions. Evaluation of
the three instructional conditions revealed that those receiving
thematic summaries (the Relational and Mixed conditions) resulted in
generally better performances. Results led to several suggestions for
the development of elaboration-based vocabulary instruction for
retarded children such as that concrete vocabulary words are easier
to develop than are more abstract words. (Appendixes include a sample
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Abstract

Vocabulary instruction was developed which varied in the type

of elaborations (relational vs. non-relational) and the type of

summaries ( thematic vs. non-relational) used Three instructional

conditions were tested: Relational (relational elaborations and

thematic summary), Non-Relational (non-relational elaborations and

non-relational summary), and Mixed (non-relational elaborations and

thematic summary). Three classes of primary level EMR children

were assigned to each condition, with a total of 107 children par-

ticipating in the study. Analyses of data related to: a) vocabulary

development and b) the utilization of instructional strategies, in-

dicated that all conditions demonstrated increases in "specific"

vocabulary development and that the utilization of instructional

strategies varied with the conditions. The findings related to

several specific hypotheses are presented. Evaluation of the three

instructional conditions indicated that those receiving thematic

summaries, the Relational and Mixed conditions, resulted in generally

better performances. The recommendation for the approach to be used

varied with the characteristics of the children being taught. Several

suggestions for the development of elaboration-based vocabulary

instruction for retarded children are presented.
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Elaboration as an Instructional Technique in the

Vocabulary Development of EMR Children

Arthur M. Taylor, Martha L. Thurlow, James E. Turnure
1

with the technical assistance of
Joni Blumenfeld, Roseshel Howe, JoEllen Milstein

University of Minnesota

A frequent, and for the most part valid, criticism of psycho-

logical research is that it has had minimal impact on educational

practices. One type of research which is often the target of such

criticism is that involving the paired-associate (PA) learning

paradigm (cf., Jenkins, 1971). Nevertheless, research utilizing the

PA paradigm has led to the intensive investigation of "elaboration",

a learning process that seems to have almost unlimited educational

applications.

Research has revealed that the utilization of elaborative contexts

enhances the PA performance of all learners, including very young children

(Turnure, Larsen, & Thurlov, 1971) and retarded children (cf., Jensen

& Rohwer, 1963; Turnure, 1971; Turnure, Larsen, & Thurlow, 1973). In fact,

Rohwer (1973) has concluded that elaboration is the process necessary for

efficient associative learning. Yet, if elaboration is such a remarkable

process, and if elaboration has such potential for instructional usage,

why is it that the emergence of elaboration has not caused an "instructional

revolution?" One of the reasons for the minimal impact on educational

practices must certainly be the issues pursued by researchers investigating
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the elaborative process. That is, for the most part interest has

focused on the effects of elaboration on the learner. A greater impact

on educational practices might be obtained if the emphasis of current

research was shifted to the instructional characteristics of elaboration.

It seems that the most relevant research questions are those which strive

for a better understanding of the types of teaching materials, as well as

teaching techniques, that can be developed through the systematic utiliza-

tion of elaboration.

Recently a few studies have demonstrated that elaboration and

related cognitive strategies can be used as vehicles for very effective

classroom learning. For example, Bender, Taylor, Riegel, and Turnure

(1972) used elaboration aad grouping strategies as a basis for developing

social studies instruction, and Ross (1971) developed math concepts via

elaboration [mediation] based instruction. The results from these studies

provided convincing evidence that the systematic use of elaborative

contexts can enhance instruction. Another study to determine the

effectiveness of elaboration for facilitating classroom instruction was

conducted by Ammon and Ammon (1971). In this study, elaboration-based

instruction used to develop vocabulary was found to be far more effective

than elaboration-based instruction used to develop syntax. These results

are particularly interesting in that they were in direct opposition to

Ammon and Ammon's initial hypothesis that elaboration was more related

to syntax than to semantics. On the other hand, this finding was con-

sistent with previous suggestions by Taylor (1970; Taylor, Josberger,

& Knowlton, 1972) that training with an emphasis on elaborative con-

texts should represent a very effective method for facilitating

vocabulary development.

10
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One interesting aspect of elaboration is that it appears to be a

frequent and naturally occurring process which plays a major role in

most instruction. For example, if one were to survey all published

language development and reading programs which include a vocabulary

development component, one would certainly find that most rely exy-

tensively on elaborative contexts to facilitate vocabulary development.

Thus, the major task confronting elaboration researchers is not to

convince the practitioners to use elaborative contexts, but rather to

delineate the ways in which elaborations can be used most effectively

in instruction. For example, examination of how elaborative contexts are

currently being used to develop vocabulary reveals a wide variety of

methods, a common one being the use of elaborations to present the meaning

of a single vocabulary word. Such usage appears unduly restrictive, and

contrary to the consistent finding that elaboration facilitates learning

mainly because it provides stronger relations between two words or

concepts learned together in a single context (cf., Rohwer, 1971;

Taylor, 1970; Turnure & Thurlow, 1973). Hence, a major purpose of the

present study was to determine whether this conclusion from "basic"

research applies when the material to be learned is interrelated

vocabulary concepts rather than arbitrary paired-associates, or whether

elaboration is more effective when used to convey the meaning of individual

words without drawing relations between them.

One of the results of using the PA paradigm almost exclusively to

investigate elaboration has been the unfortunate implication that an

elaboration is merely a single sentence relating two nouns. As it is
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used conversationally however, it seems that the term "elaborate"

generally implies extensive verbal contexts, and recent research

findings tend to suggest that elaboration may have even more impressive

effects with such extended contexts. For example, Turnure (1971)

demonstrated that a paragraph elaboration enhances PA learning more

than elaborations that are simple sentences. In another study, Taylor

and Whitely (1971) found that a single elaboration which integrated

(related) four words was far more effective than separate paired elabora-

tions. Recent research (cf.,Bransford & McCarrell, 1972; Peterson, 1972)

on "comprehension" has also indicated that instructions to integrate

several words are particularly effective when the learner is given a

theme around which he can integrate his elaboration. In a separate

series of studies (Bower & Clark, 1971; Bain, 1972) it was clearly demon-

strated that having adults generate "thematic" elaborations for 10 word

serial lists resulted in almost perfect serial recall even after the subject

had generated different thematic elaborations for 10 separate lists. It is

important to note that in each of the above studies the elaboration involved

some combination of verbal and pictorial (imaginal) processes, and thc.t

elaboration was not a purely verbal entity.

Pictures and verbal elaborations both played an important role in

the vocabulary lessons developed by Ammon and Ammon (1971). Indeed, Ammon

and Ammon's vocabulary instruction was almost completely in the form of

thematic elaborations, with a substantial number of selected vocabulary

words (approximately 10 per lesson) being introduced within a single story

context.

12
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A vocabulary project conducted in the St. Louis, Missouri Public

Schools (cf. Draper & Moeller, 1971) also relied very heavily on

thematic elaborations to develop and interrelate new vocabulary words.

In this project the thematic elaborations were in the form of myths

and fables, and were used as summaries at the end of a lesson. (The

summaries also included dictionary definitions and characteristics of

the 20 vocabulary words presented in each lesson.) However, these

authors (Draper & Moeller, 1971) noted that when the vocabulary lessons

were modified for use with younger children (fourth graders) they in-

cluded only 8 words, which were taught in the same format (i.e., separate

presentations of each vocabulary word summarized with a thematic myth or

fable). Interesting enough, the fewer words presented to these children

fall within the limits of the number of units which are traditionally

thought to result in optimal organization of memory. For example, Miller

(1956) refers to the "magical number 7 ± 2" as the number of different

things that can be organized into a single memory chunk. Mandler (1967)

has suggested that 5 ±2 is a more realistic estimate of the number of

things (for example, vocabulary words) that could be optimally organized

into a single long -term memory unit. Thus, it would seem reasonable that

the number of vocabulary words which should be integrated within a single

thematic context falls 4thin these limits.

For the present study, vocabulary instruction was developed which

systematically varied the extent to which the relationships between five

vocabulary words were presented in elaborations and in a summary. Specific-

ally, two types of elaborations, "relational" and "non-relational," were

compared in the present study, and were defined as follows:
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Relational elaborations provide contexts which develop
specific relationships between two or more vocabulary
words.

Non-Relational elaborations provide contexts wtizh expand
on the meaning of a single vocabulary word, without
relating it to the meaning of any other vocabulary word.

The two types of summaries used were called "thematic" and "non-

relational" and were defined as follows:

Thematic summaries provide single integrative stories
which emphasize a thematic relationship among the five'
lesson words.

Non-relational summaries provide five additional non-
relational elaborations of the words presented in the
lesson.

In addition to allowing for a systematic comparison of the effects

of the two types of elaborations and the two types of summaries, the present

study provided an opportunity to evaluate the effects of three specific

instructional conditions. The three conditions (defined in the next section)

are similar to instructional procedures one might find within the classroom,

and the evaluation of the conditions should lead to specific recommendations

for the development of vocabulary instruction.

Method

Design. All classes received vocabulary instruction containing both

elaborations and summaries. The elaborations were the main element in the

initial presentation of each word, and were of two types (relational or

non-relational). The summary followed the presentation of the five words

14
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in a lesson, and served to either integrate the relations among the five

words or to provide separate non-relational elaborations. Since each

class was to receive only one type of elaboration (relational or non-rela-

tional) and one type of summary (thematic or non-relational), there were

four potential combinations permitted by the design (see Table 1). A

limitation on the number of classes available for this study necessitated

that only three of the four possible instructional treatment conditions be

compared. The cell involving relational elaborations during initial pre-

sentation, and a non-relational summary, was considered to be an unrealistic

instructional combination; therefore it was not used in the design of the

present study. The remaining three instructional conditions were defined

as follows:

Relational. Elaborations were used to develop relations
throughout the initial presentation of the vocabulary
words, and the major relations were then integrated in
a thematic summary.

Mixed. Elaborations were used only to develop and expand
the meaning of each individual vocabulary word during
the initial presentation, but the major relations among
these vocabulary words were then integrated in a thematic
summary.

Non-Relational. Elaborations were used only to develop and
expand the meaning of each individual vocabulary word
throughout the initial presentation, and similar non-
relational elaborations were also presented in the summary.

It must be noted that the purpose of this study was both to compare these

three conditions, and to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the two types

of elaborations and the two types of summaries. Thus, on some of the dependent

measures the Relational and Mixed conditions were compared with the Non-Relational

condition (to evaluate the effects of thematic and non-relational summaries)

15



Table 1

Possible Instructional Treatment Conditions

Resulting from Combinations of Two Types

of Elaborations and Summaries

Types of Elaboration

Type of

Thematic Non-relational

Relational

Non-relational

Relational (not in study)

Nixed Non-Relational
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and on others the Relational condition was compared with the Mixed and

Non-Relational conditions (to evaluate the effectiveness of relational

and non-relational elaborations).

Subjects. All self-contained classes for primary age (generally,

the range of CAs was from 8 to 10) EMR children in the St. Paul Public

Schools were made available for this study. The nine classes which

formed the final sample for the study were all drawn from "neighborhood"

schools, as opposed to "special" schools.
2

All 107 children from these

nine classes were pre-tested on two instruments, the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test (PPVT), and the Minnesota Picture Vocabulary Test (MPVT),

which is a criterion-referenced test for the vocabulary lessons (all tests

are full described in a later section of the paper). The mean PPVT pre-test

scores were used to assign the classes to the instructional treatment con-

ditions. The procedures for assignment involved grouping the nine classes

in blocks of three, such that one block contained the three classes with the

highest mean PPVT scores, a second the three "middle" scores classes, and a

third the three classes with the lowest means. Then, the three classes within

each block were randomly assigned to the instructional treatment conditions.

These assignment procedures not only resulted in similar mean PPVT pre-test

scores for the three instructional treatment conditions, but also in very

similar MPVT pre-List scores (see Table 2). The mean CA and IQ scores for

each condition are also presented in Table 2.

Materials. Separate packages of materials existed for each lesson

used to teach the vocabulary words. In all, materials were available for

four weekly units, with each unit except one consisting of four daily lessons



Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of IQ, CA,

and Pre-test Scores of Subjects in

Three Instructional Conditions

IQ

x

SD

CA (years)

SD

PPVT* pre-test

SD

MPVT* pre -teat

SD

Relational

Condition

Non-Relational Mixed

74.9 74.4 73.8

6.3 5.6 4.9

10.0 10.0 10.1

0.7 0.7 0.6

31.00 32.19 31.79

7.17 4.51 5.21

16.96 16.71 16.86

2.21 2.43 1.99

N 38 28 41

*Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)

**Minnesota Picture Vocabulary Test (MPVT)

18
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(one unit contained only three daily lessons). Five vocabulary words

were taught in each lesson. The names of the units, lessons, and vocabu-

lary words are presented in Table 3.

Each package of materials included a cassette tape recording of

the lesson, a set of student texts (actually, books of pictures which

the children followed while listening to the tape), sets of extra pictures

which the children could keep, and a script of the tape lesson which the

teacher could follow. A package of materials was available in each of the

three conditions, but the content of the tapes and pictures varied in

accordance with the experimental manipulations. As a result of the variation

in the experimental conditions (as described below), the number of pictures

each child saw and the length of the taped lessons also varied.

The development of the vocabulary lessons was controlled so as to

minimize the confounding of the major research questions in the study. For

this reason, the vocabulary lessons for each instructional condition were

written in the same general format, and, except for the controlled differences

between the instructional treatments, all lessons followed this general

format. Each lesson was composed of three general sections --the Advance

Organizer, the Word Presentations, and the Summary (see Table 4).

An "advance organizer" was used to begin each lesson, and its purpose

was to introduce the children to the theme of the lesson. It also served

the mechanical function of getting the children to attend simultaneously to

the audio-tape and their picture books. However, since the same advance

organizers were used for all conditions, including the Non-Relational Condition,

the theoretical function of an advance organizer (to proide a pre-structure

of relations; cf.,Ausubel, 1963) was not adhered to.



Table 3

Units, Lessons and Words Taught in All Conditions

THE CITY

1. Around the City
freeway
skyline
billboard
traffic
building

2. Walking in the City
block
pedestrian
crosswalk
curb

corner

3. Buildings in the City
skyscraper
firestation
theater
parking ramp
apartment building

4. Things in the City
fire hydrant
traffic light
bus stop
street sign
telephone booth

1.

WRITTEN WORD

Kinds of Books
dictionary
encyclopedia
textbook
storybook
workbook

2. Parts of a Book
title
table of contents
sentence
paragraph
chapter

3. Kinds of Words
noun
verb
pronoun
adjective
compound word

4. Punctuation Marks
period
comma
exclamation point
question mark
quotation marks

MONEY

1. Exchange of Goods
equal
trade
money
buy
sell.

2. U.S. Coins
penny
nickel
dime
quarter
half dollar

3. Paying for Things
coins
dollar
change
check
cashier

4. Banking
bank
save
borrow
safe

teller

AIRPLANES AND AIRPORTS

1. Types of Airplanes
airliner
cargo
helcopter
small plane
seaplane

2. Features of an Airport
airport
terminal
hangar
control tower
runway

3. People on an Airplane
passengers
pilot
stewardess
cockpit
hijacker



Table 4

General Format for Each Lesson

1. Advance Organizer (Introduction)

2. Word Presentations

a. Pronunciation

b. Definition

c. Synonym

*d. Elaborations

(Steps a-d were repeated separately

for each of the five words in a

lesson.)

*3. Summary

*Only the nature of the elaborations and

summaries was allowed to vary between
conditions, with the remainder of the
general format the same for all conditions.
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The "word presentations" section contained the majority of

instruction for each lesson. The word presentations were structured in

such a way that all instruction about one vocabulary word was separate

from the instruction about the remaining four vocabulary words from a

lesson. That is, following the advance organizer the first word was

presented, and after the first word was completed the second word was

presented, and so on until the presentation of the fifth word was completed.

As shown in Table 4, there were four distinct parts to each word

presentation. Three of these parts (the pronunciation, the definition,

and the synonym) were the same for all instructional treatment conditions,

only the elaborations varied between conditions. Although the four parts

of the "word presentation" are shown as separate entities in Table 4, and

were presented that way in the scripts for the teachers, the tape was con-

tinuous and the parts were not made obvious to the children.

The pronunciation part included a simple introductory statement

which called the children's attention to the appropriate picture in their

books. The tape pronounced the vocabulary word and had the children repeat

the pronunciation in unison. The tape then immediately presented the

definition of the vocabulary word. Whenever possible the definitions in-

cluded a brief defining statement. Definitions were rarely presented in the

abstract; usually a concrete example was presented with the definition. The

tape always referred the students to a defining picture which was used to help

point out critical features of the meaning of the vocabulary word. The

definition always ended with the repetition of a brief defining statement.
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If an obvious synonym for the vocabulary word existed, the

tape presented this synonym in a short sentence, and the students were

asked to repeat the sentence, replacing the synonym with the vocabulary

word. Whenever such a replacement was called for, the teacher stopped

the tape recorder while the class tried to construct (approximately)

the same sentence. If no obvious synonym existed for the vocabulary

word, then the tape restated the meaning with the suggestion that "this

is the best word to use whenever you mean...."

The crucial difference in the elabor,tions used in the "word

presentations" was whether or not they presented relations between vocabu-

lary words. In two of the treatment conditions, the Non-Relational and

the Mixed, all elaborative contexts expanded upon the word definitions

without directly making any relational statements about any two vocabulary

words. In the Relational condition, all major relations among the five

vocabulary words were pointed out during the word presentation.

The relational and non-relational elaborations also differed in

several ways. Specifically, the relational elaborations were shorter and

usually did not include a story context, as did most of the non-relational

elaborations. In addition, two non-relational elaborations were always

presented, the second one requiring the children to generate or expand upon

an elaboration. The pictures were also a source of variance between the two

types of elaborations; the non-relational elaborations were accompanied by

two pictures for each word (10 per lesson), whereas the relational elabora-

tions included only one pictorial context per vocabulary lesson. The single

picture depicted all five words from the lesson and was used with all rela-

tional elaborations, including the thematic summary.

24
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The final section of the general format for the vocabulary lessons

was the summary. Two of the three instructional conditions (Relational

and Mixed) received thematic summaries. The summaries for these conditions

contained an integrated story which was designed to emphasize several

major relations among the five lesson words. Following the story, the

tape reviewed the definitions of each of the vocabulary words. At the

end of the lesson, it was stressed that if the student remembered the story

(i.e., integration) it would help him remember the five vocabulary words.

The summaries were identical for the two conditions receiving thematic

summaries. On the other hand, subjects in the Non-Relational Condition

received the same kind of elaborations in the summary as they did in the

word presentations; of course, the five elaborations in the summary contained

no relations between the words. The nonrelational summary did include,

however, the same review of the definitions that the other conditions

received. (See Appendix A for an example of a vocabulary lesson, and the

variations between conditions.)

Procedure. The procedures for each condition were the same. Each

class was pre-tested on the PPVT, MFVT and the Sampling Organization and

Recall Through Strategies (SORTS) teats. For each unit, the materials

were packaged and delivered to the schools. Each unit took one week to

complete, with lessons being given on the first three or four drys of the

week. A weekly test was given at the end of each unit (every Friday) by

a trained tester.

Each lesson was conducted in approximately the same manner. As

the children listened to the tape, they referred to their student texts or
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speciaJ pictures. The teacher at this time was also following along with

a copy of the script. The lessons took from 30 to 50 minutes per day,

and the instruction was continuous for four weeks.

After all of the units were completed, each class was post-tested

on the 'PVT, MPVT, SORTS, and a fourth test, the Utilization of Vocabulary

and Instructional Strategies Individualized Test (UVISIT). All tests are

fully described in the section "Tests and Dependent Measures."

Hypotheses

Hypotheses were generated regarding: a) the vocabulary development

of the children in the study, and b) their ability to utilize several

strategies underlying the instruction.

Vocabulary Development Hypotheses

With respect to vocabulary development, it was expected that all

instructional conditions would result in gains in both general vocabulary

growth (as measured by a standardized test of vocabulary) and "specific"

vocabulary growth (as measured by a criterion-referenced test of the

vocabulary taught in the instruction). It was further expected that those

conditions employing thematic summaries (Relational and Mixed Conditions)

would show greater gains on measures of "specific" vocabulary growth than

would the condition receiving non-relational summaries (Non-Relational

Condition). With regard to the utilization of the vocabulary taught, it

was hypothesized that an emphasis on relations during instruction should

make the vocabulary words more available for long-term retention; thus the
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subjects in the Relational and Mixed conditions were expected to show better

performances on measures of long-term utilization of the specific vocabulary

words taught. Because the conditions receiving non-relational elaborations

(the Mixed and Non-Relational conditions) were exposed to more varied con-

texts and more non-vocabulary nouns, it was further expected that measures

of their word utilization would reflect greater use of non vocabulary nouns.

Table 5 presents the specific hypotheses tested regarding vocabulary

development, and the tests used to evaluate them.

Strategy Utilization Hypotheses

Due to the variations in elaborations and summaries, the subjects

were exposed to quite different quantities of non-relational and relational

statements. For example, the Non-Relational condition contained approximately

225 separate non-relational elaborations, while the Mixed Condition contained

about 150 non-relational elaborations and the Relational condition did not

contain any. The use of relations also varied extensively, with the Non-

Relational having none, the Mixed Condition having 15 lesson summaries

containing an unspecified number of relations, and the Relational condition

having 75 separate relations plus the same substantial number of relations

in the 15 lesson summaries. In light of these differences, it was expected

that subjects in the conditions containing relational summaries (the Relational

and Mixed conditions) would tend to produce contextual responses in the form

of an integrated story more often than would subjects in the Non-Relational

Condition. FUrthermore, it was hypothesized that subjects in the Relational

and Mixed conditions would be more likely to discover and utilize relations,

with subjects in the Relational condition producing the most. On the other

f' rft
It, 4(



Specific Hypotheses and Tests: Vocabulary Development

ilypothesis

1. All instructional conditions will enhance general vocabulary development.

2. All instructional conditions will result in gains in "specific"

vocabulary growth.

3. All instructional conditions will result in subjects recognizing

an average of at least 80% of the vocabulary words correctly.

4. Instructional conditions emphasizing thematic summaries (Relational

and Mixed conditions) will show greater gains in "specific" vocabulary

growth than will the Non-Relational Condition.

5. Instructional conditions emphasizing thematic summaries (Relational

and Mixed conditions) will result in subjects utilizing more of the

vocabulary, in response to a picture containing representations of

the vocabulary taught, than will the Non-Relational Condition.

6. Instructional conditions emphasizing non-relational elaborations

(Mixed and Non-Relational conditions) will result in subjects

repeating vocabulary words, when describing a picture containing

representations of the vocabulary taught, more often than will

the Relational Condition.

7. The instructional condition emphasizing relational elaborations

(Relational Condition) will result in subjects using fewer non-

vocabulary nouns to describe a picture containing representations of

the vocabulary taught than will the conditions emphasizing non-relational

elaborations (Mixed and Non-Relational conditions).

8. The instructional condition emphasizing relational elaborations

(Relational Condition) will result in subjects using a higher pro-

portion of nouns which are vocabulary words taught in the lessons

than will the conditions emphasizing non-relational elaborations

(Mixed and Non-Relational conditions).
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hand, it was felt that subjects in the two conditions receiving non-

relational elaborations would generate significantly more non-relational

elaborations than would the subject in the Relational Condition.

Because all conditions contained the instructional strategy of

definition, it was not hypothesized that subjects in anyone condition

would utilize more definitional statements than the subjects in the

other conditions. However, previous research (Haugen & McManis, 1971)

has identified two distinct types of definitions (formal and functional)

which seem to vary in the degree to which they utilize elaborational

contexts to present a definition. Formal definitions emphasize physical

characteristics and often tend to simply describe the object or event being

defined, whereas functional definitions emphasize intrinsic features and

tend to relate the function of the object or event to related objects or

events. Since relational elaborations seem to be based upon this latter

type of definition, it was hypothesized that the subjects in the Relational

Condition would generate more functional definitions than subjects in

either the Mixed or Non-Relational conditions.

Finally, several hypotheses were generated regarding the grouping

strategies used by the subjects in the three conditions. Because the

conditions employing relational summaries involved more grouping

strategies, it was hypothesized that subjects in the Relational and

Mixed conditions would generate more and better groupings, and that

the exact nature of the groupings would vary with the conditions.

See Table 6 for the specific hypotheses tested regarding the

utilization of instructional strategies, and the tests used to evaluate

them.



Table 6

Specific Hypotheses and Tests: Strategy Utilization

Hypothesis

1. Instructional conditions emphasizing thematic summaries (Relational and Mixed conditions)

will result in subjects making more correct recognitions and fewer false recognitions

when asked to group vocabulary items than will the Non-Relational Condition.

2. Instructional conditions emphasizing thematic summaries (Relational and Mixed conditions)

will result in more subjects using integrated stories to describe a picture containing

representations of the vocabulary taught than will the Non-Relational Condition.

3. Instructional conditions emphasizing thematic summaries (Relational and Mixed conditions)

will result in subjects discovering and utilizing relations, in response to a picture

containing representations of the vocabulary taught, than will the Non-Relational Condtion.

4. Instructional conditions emphasizing thematic summaries (Relational and Mixed conditions)

will result _in more subjects generating higher-order categorical groupings than will the

Non-Relational Condition.

5. Instructional conditions emphasizing non-relational elaborations (Mixed aid Non-Relational

conditions) will result in subjects utilizing more non-relational contexts to describe a

picture containing representations of the vocabulary taught than will the Relational

Condition.

6. Instructional conditions requiring the generation of non-relational elaborations (Mixed

and Non-Relational conditions) will result in more subjects generating groupings that are

associative in nature than will the Relational Condition (Where subjects were not given

experience in generating elaborations).

7. The instructional condition emphasizing relational elaborations (Relational Condition) will

result in subjects generating more relational elaborations than will the conditions empha-

sizing non-relational elaborations (Mixed and Non-Relational conditions).

8. The instructional condition emphasizing relational elaborations (Relational Condition) will

result in subjects generating more "functional" definitions than will the conditions empha-

sizing non-relational elaborations (Mixed and Non-Relational conditions).

The instructional condition emphasizing both the generation of elaborations and exposure to

thematic summaries (Mixed Condition) will result in a smaller percentage of subjects re-

ponding non-associatively than will the Relational and Non-Relational conditions (where

subjects had only one experience or the other).
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lfic Hypotheses and Tests: Strategy Utilization
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Tests and Dependent Measures

Several tests and dependent measures were used in the present study

to evaluate the hypotheses of interest. The PPVT, MPVT, and Weekly Picture

Recognition tests were used mainly to provide ueasures of vocabulary develop-

ment; the UVISIT, SORTS, and Weekly Grouping tests were used primarily to

investigate the children's utilization of instructional strategies. The

characteristics of each of these tests are presented below.

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)

The PPVT (Dunn, 1961) was used to provide an indication of the

general vocabulary development of the children. No attempt was made to

utilize the PPVT as an IQ test, and the only score obtained from each

administration of the PPVT was the number of items recognized correctly.

Eor the present study, the PPVT was adapted for group administration,

which required that all subjects be tested on the same subset of items

(Form B, #32-#75). The group administration was conducted by having each

subject point to the "correct" picture in his book of PPVT plates as a

word was read, and then mark the corresponding box on a separate score

sheet.
3

Extensive training and monitoring by four proctors were used to

minimize the number of errors made in this transfer to the separate score

sheet.
4

The 44 items of the PPVT were administered as both a pre- and post-

test, and served as the only measure of "general" vocabulary development.

Administration procedures and a list of the PPVT items are included in

Appendix B.

33
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Minnesota Picture Vocabulary Test (MPVT)

The MPVT is a criterion-referenced test that was modeled after the

group administration version of the PPVT described above. The MPVT con-

tained 27 items; two each from i3 of the 15 daily lessons, one from another

lesson, and none from the remaining lesson. The pictures used in this test

were drawn by different artists than the pictures in the lessons themselves

in order to minimize direct transfer from the instruction. The MPVT was

also administered both pre- and post-, and served as an indication of

"specific" vocabulary growth. The procedures for administering the MPVT

are also appended (see Appendix B).

Weekly Tests

Weekly Tests were given each Friday, after the four daily lessons

had been given on Monday through Thursday, and were used mainly to check

for differences in the effectiveness of the instructional conditions for

each unit (the tests were not used as pre-tests). As with the MPVT, all

test items were drawn by a different artist than the one drawing for the

lesson. Each weekly test had two parts-- picture recognition and grouping.

The procedures for administering both parts of the weekly tests are also

included in Appendix B.

The first part of each weekly test, the Weekly Picture Recognition

Test, was patterned after the PPVT, and required the child to identify

pictures of the vocabulary words taught during the week's instruction.

The test was given orally, and the child had to mark a picture in a

test booklet.

The second part of each weekly test was the Weekly Grouping Test.

This test was designed to evaluate the child's ability to remember all

34
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words taught in a given lesson, and required the child to respond to

arrays containing 8 + 1 pictures. For each array, five pictures were

representations of the vocabulary words from one daily lesson and the

others were either intra- or extra-unit intrusions. One of the five

key pictures was selected as the stimulus and presented to the children

with the name of the lesson from which it had been selected. The

children were asked to think about that lesson, and then were to mark

the other pictures that showed words they had learned on tte same day.

One such array was used to test each daily lesson. Sample test pages

and instrnctions are included in Appendix B. It should be noted at this

point that the Grouping test was difficult, and more than likely required

several other skills (e.g., reconstructive memory, categorization, and

ability to transform pictures to the words they represent). Because

of this drawback, the task was considered to provide a relatively

conservative measure of the learner's ability to systematically access

words.

Utilization of Vocabulary and Instructional Strategies Individual

Test (UVISIT)

The experimental UVISIT was developed as part of this study to

fulfill two needs. First, it provided an indication of whether the

subjects could utilize the vocabulary words to spontaneously describe

a picture. Second, it elicited contextual responses for telling a

story about a picture, a means by which the utilization of instruc-

tional strategies could be identified.

5
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After other testing was completed, the UVISIT was administered to

54 of the 107 subjects in the study; these subjects included the six

subjects from each class for whom the most complete data were available.

Since most of the UVISIT was based on the first instructional unit, a

necessary condition for selection was that the subject had been present

for this instruction and testing. It should be noted that the UVISIT

was administered approximately one month after all instruction on the

first unit was completed. Other criteria for selection included

MPVT and PPVT pre- and post-test scores. If more than six subjects

from a school met these criteria, the six receiving the UVISIT were

determined randomly.

The UVISIT was handled as a structured interview in which the sub-

ject was given a topic and encouraged to talk without experimenter

interruption. After a brief warmup, the subject was interviewed on

the first part of the UVISIT. The complete set of instructions for the

experimenter is included in Appendix B.

The two parts of the UVISIT both utilized a picture of a city

scene. A photographic reduction of this picture is presented in Figure

1, with the original picture used in the test being 60 cm x 48 cm.

The UVISIT picture included representations of all 20 vocabulary words

from the City Unit, but there was no control on the salience of the

words represented. The first part of the UVISIT interview was designed

primarily to determine how many of the 20 vocabulary words the subjects

would utilize. Noun responses to this part of the test were tabulated

and counted as either vocabulary words or other nouns. In this way the
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number of vocabulary words utilized and the relative percentage of noun

responses which were vocabulary words could easily be computed.

The second part of the UVISIT was used to investigate the types of

contextual responses which the subjects utilized to describe the picture.

All responses which contained vocabulary words were classified as either

naming, definitional, non-relational elaboration, or relational elabora-

tion. In addition, each subject's overall response to this part of the

UVISIT picture was judged as to whether or not it was an integrated

story. In order to insure that a sufficient number of contextual re-

sponses would be given, specified prompts were utilized to generally

encourage definitional, elaborative, and relational responses.

Sampling Organization and Recall Through Strategies (SORTS) Test

The SORTS test (Riegel, 1973) utilizes children 1 sorting responses,

interview techniques and recall protocols in order to derive three basic

scores. The sorting level score, which is based on the type of groups

formed by the subject when sorting an array of 20 pictures, and his

reasons for those groupings, was the only score of interest in the present

study. In determining the sorting level score, each of the subject's

sorting responses is classified as either syncretic (groupings based

on spatial contiguity, an attempt to make an unrelated spatial design,

or no strategy at all), perceptual (groupings based on attributes of

color, size, or shape), associative (groupings based on intrinsic or

semantic attributes), or categorical (groupings based on a single

intrinsic attribute of the items or on category membership). In the

39
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present study, the child's sorting level score was classified as either

non-associative (syncretic or perceptual), associative, or categorical.

Complete definitions and descriptions of the sorting levels may be found

in Riegel and Taylor (1973).

The SORTS test was employed in the present study to measure the

effects of exposure to thematic summaries (in the Relational and Mixed

conditions) and the effects of requirements to generate elaborations

(in the Non-Relational and Nixed conditions) on the grouping abilities

of the children.

Results*

Analyses of Vocabulary Development

(PPVT). The PPVT was the only measure of general vocabulary

development. Since the classrooms were matched across conditions on

pre-test PPVT scores, the change in scores from pre- to post-test was

used as an indication of vocabulary development (see Table 7). As

the means in Table 7 indicate, only the Relational condition showed

the expected significant gain from pre- to post-test [t(28) 1.80,

EL< .05]. Thus, the hypothesis that all conditions would show general

vocabulary development (see Table 5, Hypothesis 1) was not supported.

Neither the Non-Relational nor the Mixed Condition showed increases

which were significant.

MPVT. The MPVT pre- and post-test mean percentage correct scores

*One-tailed tests of significance were used on all results where specific

hypotheses were made a priori.
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Table 7

Mean PPVT Pre-test, Post-test, and

Gain Scores for Each Condition

Condition

Relational Non-Relational Mixed

Pre-test 31.00 32.19 31.79

Post-test 33.55 32.23 32.68

Gain 2.55 .04 .89

Table 8

Mean Percent Correct Recognition for Each Condition

on MPVT Pre-test, Post-test, and Gains

Condition

Relational Non-Relational Mixed

Pre-test 62.4 61.9 62.5

Post-test 83.0 83.6 83.7

Gain 20.6 21.7 21.2
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are presented In Table 8 for the three instructional conditions.

Since the classrooms had also matched across conditions on MPVT

pre-test scores, no significant differences were present at pre-testing

(all conditions :orrectly recognized about 62% of the MPVT pictures).

Table 8 reveals the remarkably similar post-test means for the three

conditions, with each condition correctly recognizing about 83% of the

MPVT pictures after vocabulary instruction. Although there were no

significant differences between conditions (i.e., Hypothesis 4, Table 5,

was not supported), there was an obvious gain from the pre- to the

post-test for all conditions. Repeated measures t tests were performed

on the data fc- each condition, and the gains for the Relational kk(27) =

11.77, p < .001], Mixed It(29) = 15.07, 2,_< .001], and Non-Relational

4(20) m 7.91, k< .001] conditions were found to be highly signifi-

cant; thus, Hypothesis 2 (Table 5) was supported. It should be noted

further that the MPVT scores of some subjects on the post-test were

restricted by the ceiling of 27 correct recognitions, a situation which

suggests that the instructional gains may be underestimated in the MPVT.

tyec2itileeklPictureRITests. Hypothesis 3 states that,

"All instructional conditions will results in subjects recognizing

an average of a leant 80% of the vocabulary words correctly." As

the percentages in TaL,:- 9 indicate, the actual results were very

close to this expected level. More specifically, on two of the weekly

tests (i.e., City and Money unit tests) the subjects in all conditions

exeeded this 80% criterion, whereas the results for the Airplane Unit

42



Table 9

Mean Percent Correct for Each Condition on

Four Weekly Picture Recognition Tests

Weekly Test:

Relational

Condition

MixedNon RelationalmR011.1iime

City 84.2 81.2 80.6

Written Word 59.5 62.5 61.9

Money 89.7 92.9 93.1

Airplanes 81.1 73.3 81.6

Average 78.6 77.5 79.3
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revealed that only two of the conditions (Relational and Mixed con-

ditions) reached the 80% level. On the other hand, the results for

the Written Word Unit provided no support for Hypothesis 3 since each

of the conditions averaged only about 60% correct recognition. Thus,

on three of the four Weekly Picture Recognition Tests, Hypothesis 3

was supported, with the 80% criterion being generally obtained in

all conditions.

The mean percentages shown in Table 9 were also used to test the

hypothesis that conditions emphasizing thematic summaries (Relational

and Mixed conditions) would show greater "specific" vocabulary growth

than the Non-Relational Condition. This hypothesis (see Table 5,

Hypothesis 4) received no support from the analyses of the first three

units; however, analysis of the results for the Airplane Unit did

obtain statistical significance [t(94) 2.56, p < .01], with the

subjects in the Relational and Mixed conditions correctly recognizing

approximately 8% more of the vocabulary words than subjects in the

Non-Relational Condition. In summary, of five separate tests of

Hypothesis 4 (i.e., the MPVT plUs the four Weekly'Picture Recognition

Tests), only one provided statistical support.

UVISITJ Part 1. The data from the first part of the UVISIT was

used to indicate the extent to which subjects could utilize the vocabulary

correctly. The mean numbers of different vocabulary words from the

first week's instruction (maximum .% 20) used by subjects in the de-
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scription of the UVISIT picture (see Figure 1) are presented in Table

10. As predicted (see Table 5, Hypothesis 5), subjects in the Mixed

and Relational conditions utilized significantly more different vocab-

ulary words to describe the UVISIT picture than did subjects in the

Non-Relational Condition ft(52) - 1.80, p.< .05].

Hypothesis 6 (Table 5), which posited that subjects in the non-

relational elaboration conditions (Mixed and Non-Relational conditions)

would repeat the vocabulary words more often than subjects in the

Relational Condition, was tested by investigating the mean number of

times vocabulary words were repeated in the three conditions. A

planned comparison revealed that subjects in the Mixed and Non-Relational

conditions repeated vocabulary words significantly more (% mg 1.88)

than did subjects in the Relational condition a s 1.41; F(I,51)

4.09, It< .05]. Thus, Hypothesis 6 was supported.

The relative dominance of the vocabulary words was investigated by

comparing the numbers of vocabulary nouns (including repetitions) and

non-vocabulary nouns used by subjects in their descriptions of the

UVISIT picture (see Table 10). Planned comparisons to test the hypothesis

that vocabulary words were relatively more dominant in the descriptions

of the subjects in the Relational Condition (see Table 5, Hypothesis

8) was supported [F(1,51) i 3.79, p...< .05]. The hypothesis that this

dominance was due to the use of significantly fewer non-vocabulary nouns

by these subjects (see Table 5, Hypothesis 7) was also supported

[F(1,51) g. 7.58, p. < .01].

4:5



Table 10

Mean Number of Vocabulary and Non Vocabulary Noun

Responses Utilized in Descriptions of UVISIT Picture

Relational

Condition

MixedNon-Relational

Different Vocabulary
Words 5.55 4.83 6.06

Repetitions of Vocabu-
lary Words 1.41 1.85 1.91

Total Vocabulary Words
(including repetitions) 7.83 8.94 11.60

Non-Vocabulary Words 7.94 15.50 18.67

Total Noun Responses 15.77 24.44 30.27

Vocabulary Dominance
(Total Vocabulary!
Total Nouns) 49.6% 36.6% 38.3%
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Analyses of the Utilization of Instructional Strategies

Weekly Grouping Tests. The mean percentages of pictures correctly

grouped on each of the four Weekly Grouping tests are presented in

Table 11. Separate t tests were conducted for each test to determine

if subjects in the conditions receiving thematic summaries (Relational

and Mixed conditions) were better able to group pictures of the vocabu-

lary words according to the lessons within which they were presented

than were subjects in the Non-Relational Condition (see Table 6,

Hypothesis 1). Three of these four tests revealed significant dif-

ferences which supported the hypothesis [City: t(89) = 3.56, E< .01;

Money: t(89) - 1.90, 2. < .05; Airplanes: t(94) = 1.68, p_< .05].

Furthermore, the Relational and Mixed conditions were not found to

be significantly different from each other on any of the Weekly Grouping

tests.

UVISIT, Part 2. The complete response that each subject gave to

the UVISIT picture was scored as to whether or not it represented a

single integrated (i.e., thematic) story. The proportion of subjects

giving an integrated story in each condition is presented in Table 12.

As hypothesized (See Table 6, Hypothesis 2), a significantly greater

proportion of subjects in the two conditions receiving thematic

summaries (Relational and Mixed conditions) told an integrated story

about the UVISIT picture than in the Non-Relational condition (z =

1.74, it< .05).



Table 11

Mean Percent of Pictures Grouped Correctly

in Each Condition on Four Weekly

Grouping Tests

Weekly Test:

Relational

Condition

MixedNon-Relational

City 70.9 55.9 69.0

Written Word 92.7 90.0 89.2

Money 76.2 74.4 81.2

Airplanes 80.1 75.9 80.1

Average 80.0 74.1 79.6



Table X2

Utilization of Instructional Strategies in Response

to the UVISIT Test by Subjects in Each Condition

Dependent Measures:

Relational

Condition

MixedNon-Relational

Percentage of
subjects giving 28% 11% 39%

Integrated Stories

Mean Number of
Relational 1.18 1.11 1.33

Elaborations

Mean Number of
Non-Relational 1.22 1.89 3.44

Elaborations (SD.,.1.16) (SD -1.67) (SD -3.43)
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Table 12 also presents the mean number of relational elaborations

used to describe the UVISIT picture by the subjects in the three

conditions. As suggested by these means, the number of relational

elaborations did not differ with the conditions, and thus, the data

failed to support the hypothesis that subjects in the Relational and

Mixed conditions would utilize significantly more relations than the

subjects in the Non-Relational condition (see Table 6, Hypothesis 3).

Clearly, subjects in the Relational condition did not produce the

greatest number of relational elaborations (see Table 6, Hypothesis 7).

Finally, Table 12 shows the mean number of non-relational ela-

borations utilized by the subjects in the three treatment conditions.

Orthogonal t tests were used to test the hypothesis that subjects

receiving non-relational elaborations (Mixed and Non-Relational

conditions) would utilize significantly more non-relational elabora-

tions than subjects in the Relational condition (see Table 6, Hypoth-

esis 5). The significant difference found It(52) .E 2.08, p.< .05)

provided support for this hypothesis. However, inspection of Table

12 suggested that this difference might be related to the large

number of non - relational elaborations utilized by the subjects in the

Mixed condition. This possibility was confirmed by the remaining

orthogonal t test, which revealed a significant difference between

the means for the Mixed and Non-Relational conditions It(34) - 1.68,

< .05]. In fact, the large standard deviation in the Mixed Condition

probably restricted the level of significance obtained. Further

inspection of the individual subject scores in the Mixed Condition
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revealed an extremely skewed distribution, with four subjects

generating wore non-relational elaborations than any subjects in

either of the other two conditions.

As Table 13 indicates, the subjects in the Relational Condition

utilized more definitional statements to describe the UVISIT picture

than did subjects in the other conditions; however, this difference

failed to approach significance It(52) < 1.0]. The large standard

deviation found for the Relational Condition resulted from ten of

the subjects in that condition using no definitional statements,

whereas the remaining 8 subjects averaged more than four definitional

statements each.

A further breakdown into the type of definition revealed that all

conditions resulted in about the same number of formal definitions.

However, as expected (see Table 6, Hypothesis 8), the subjects in the

Relational Condition did appear to utilize substantially more functional

definitions than did the subjects in the other conditions. This dif-

ference did not obtain significance [t(52) = 1.43], largely because only

an average of 61% of the subjects produced any functional definitions.

When the data from just those subjects producing some type of definitional

statement were aAalyzed, however, the subjects in the Relational Condi-

tion were found to produce significantly more functional definitions

(X = 3.75) than subjects in the other conditions DI = 1.44; t(22) =

3.3, 2< .01].



Table 13

Mean number of Subjects' Definitional

Responses in Each Condition

Condition

Number of Definitions

Relational Non-Relational Mixed

2.11 1.33 1.50

SD 2.78 1.74 1.42

Type of Definitions

Formal .44 .44 .56

Functional 1.67 .89 .94
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SORTS. The pre- and post-test mean sorting levels for the children

in each of the conditions are presented in Table 14. It was expected

that the random assignment of classes to conditions would result in no

significant difference in the percentage of subjects performing at each

of these levels on the pre-test. Tests for differences between propor-

tions revealed that the relatively small differences shown in the upper

portion of Table 14 were indeed non-significant (za < 1.0). Since no

significant differences were found in the pre-test percentages, the

three hypotheses related to sorting level performance (see Table 6,

Hypotheses 4, 6, and 9) were tested directly on the post-test per-

centages, which are presented in the lower portion of Table 14.

The hypothesis that more of the children in the conditions

receiving non-relational elekorations (Non-Relational and Mixed

conditions) would generate associative groupings than subjects in

the Relational Condition (See Table 6, Hypothesis 6), was supported

(z s 2.14, pL< .05), by a test of the differences between proportions

(Bruning & Kintz, 1968). As the data in Table 14 suggest, approximately

the same proportion of subjects in the Non-Relational (27%) and Mixed

(29%) conditions grouped on associative bases, as compared to less

than 10% of the subjects in the Relational Condition.

As indicated in Table 14, substantially more of the subjects in

the Relational (29Z) and the Mixed (32%) conditions responded to the

post-test with categorical level groupings than in the Non-Relational

condition (19%). However, the proportion test calculated on the post-



Table 14

Pre- and Post-test Percentages of Subjects

responding Non-associatively, Associatively

and Categorically to SORTS Test in Each Condition

Relational

Condition

MixedNon-Relational

Pre-Test SORTS level

Non-Associative 65.5 61.5 60.5

Associative 18.8 23.1 18.4

Categorical 15.6 15.4 21.1

n 32 26 38

Post-Test SORTS level

Non-Associative 61.3 53.8 38.7

Associative 9.7 27.0 29.0

Categorical 29.0 19.2 32.3

n 31 26 31

54



test data relevant to tha hypothesis that proportionately more of the

subjects in the Relational and Mixed conditions would generate cate-

gorical groupings than in the Non-Relational Condition (see Table 6,

Hypothesis 4) was found to be non-significant (z - 1.20).

The final hypothesis related to the post-test sorting level data

was that a significantly smaller proportion of subjects in the Mixed

Condition would group non-associatively than in the other conditions

(see Table 6, Hypothesis 9). This hypothesis was also supported by

the data presented in Table 14, with less than 40% of the subjects

in the Mixed Condition responding non-associatively; a test of the

two proportions indicated that the difference was significant (z

1.74, F.< .05). The hypothesis was further supported by the fact that

only the Mixed condition showed a large decrease in the number of sub-

jects responding non-associatively from the pre-test to the post-

test (60.5% to 38.7%). The test of the difference between these two

proportions was .ound to be significant (z 1.95, k< .05). On the

other hand, the relatively small decreases from pre-to post-test in

the other conditions failed to approach significance (zs < 1.0).

Discussion

This study represents an important link between laboratory research

on learning strategies (such as elaboration) and new approaches to

instructional development based on these same learning strategies.

5
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Although previous laboratory studies of elaboration have done much to

help refine our knowledge of this important learning process, it seems

that much can also be learned about the elaboration process by manipu-

lating it in more realistic, yet controlled, studies.

The discussion of this particular study is divided into four

sections. The first two sections are directly related to the hypothe-

ses tested about the utilization of instructional strategies (see

Table 6) and the development of vocabulary (see Table 5). The third

section discusses the relative strengths and weaknesses of each of the

three instructional conditions, and the final section provides sugges-

tions for the development of future elaboration-based vocabulary

instruction for retarded children.

Utilization of Instructional Strategies

The UVISIT test was designed to directly measure the use of non-

relational and relational elaborations, and the results from it are

quite interesting. First, it provided strong support that instruction

based on a heavy diet of non-relational elaborations (as in the Mixed

and Non-Relational conditions) will result in subjects utilizing

significantly more non-relational elaborations as descriptive state-

ments. The relationship between the number of elaborations presented

to subjects and the number of elaborations utilized in later test

situations does rIt appear to be a direct one, however, since subjects

in the Mixed Condition received about two-thirds as many non-relational

elaborations as those in the Non-Relational Condition, and yet utilized
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about twice as many non-relational elaborations to describe the

UVISIT picture (see Table 12). Unfortunately, the instructional

treatments did not have the same effect on all subjects within a

condition, with four subjects in each of the three conditions failing

to utilize any elaborative statements to describe the UVISIT picture.

Non-relational elaborations were defined, for the purposes of

both the instructional manipulation and scoring the UVISIT protocols,

as contexts which expand upon the meaning of a single vocabulary word

without relating that word to a second vocabulary word. Such "elabora-

tions" on single words are obviously important in learning, as well as

language development, but possibly a more important function of elabora-

tions is to provide meaningful relationships between two or more words

(or concepts). The instruction for subjects in the Relational condition

was designed almost completely around such relational elaborations, and

therefore it was expected that subjects in the Relational Condition

(and to a lesser extent those in the Mixed Condition) would utilize a

substantial number of relational elaborations (statements relating two

or more vocabulary words) to describe the UVISIT picture. However, the

analysis of the protocols from the UVISIT test revealed that relational

elaborations were seldom used by any of the subjects, with no signifi-

cant differences across conditions (also see Table 12).
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An inspection of the UVISIT picture reveals one possible ex-

planation for the general failure of subjects to utilize relational

elaborations. Although designed to show representations of the

vocabulary words in a single context, the picture appears to present

few easily observable relationships between two or more of the

vocabulary words (see Figure 1). In addition, it would seem that

the unexpected failure of subjects in the Relational Condition to

generate relational elaborations may have resulted from the fact that

their instructional condition did not provide them with much experience

in describing relations, whereas the test required such descriptions.

A potential problem with picture interview tests such as the

UVISIT arises in the development of a valid and reliable coding

system. Although very high inter-rater reliabilities were noted in

scoring the UVISIT protocols, no reliability data was collected.

The face validity of the coding system developed for the UVISIT test

appeared to be high, however, in that the scoring system reflected

the instructional strategies which were manipulated (i.e., relational

elaborations, non-relational elaborations, thematic stories, and

definitions). However, alternative coding systems are numerous.

For example, a system which classifies the subjects' responses as

naming, conjunctive, locational, functional, or as verbal expansion

seems very promising. This alternative system seems more consistent

for the types of responses given to the UVISIT picture, and further

it seems to be more meaningful to a broader group of researchers and

practitioners than the present coding system.
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One or the major manipulations in this study involved the type of

summary presented with each daily lesson. Two of the conditions

(Relational and Mixed conditions) presented a thematic summary, which

was intended to integrate the five words in the daily lesson into a

single, easy to remember form. In contrast, the other condition (Non-

Relational Condition) merely presented more non-relational elaborations,

with no attempt to integrate the five words. If the presentatic:i of

thematic summaries had any effect on the children, it would seem that

this effect would show up in the tests most directly related to instruc-

tion, and so it did. As previously noted in the description of the

Weekly Grouping Tests, these tests probably required memory, integrative,

and classification skills for successful performance. Thus, it was not

surprising that subjects who had received thematic summaries, which were

an attempt to develop these same skills, performed significantly better

on three of the four Weekly Grouping Tests than did subjects in the Non-

Relational Condition.

The UVISIT test provided a second index of whether subjects from

the Relational and the Mixed conditions utilized their experience with

thematic summaries. All children given the UVISIT test were asked to

make up a story to describe the UVISIT picture of the city, and each

of the protocols was scored to determine if the subject actually used

a "story format" to describe the picture. It was expected that signifi-

cantly more of the subjects who had been exposed to such integrative

stories in the summaries would use such stories in their own responses.
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Although only one-third of the subjects from the Relational and Mixed

conditions were classified as having used such a story format, this

-figure proved to be significantly higher than that for the Non-Relational

Condition.

Beyond these immediate effects of presenting thematic summaries, it

was further hypotL, 'd that systematic exposure to such summaries would

influence the child's general approach to learning. The results from the

SORTS test were somewhat equivocal as to whether thematic summaries had

such a general effect. Substantially, but not significantly, more of the

subjects from the Relational and Mixed conditions were found to generate

categorical groupings, which were similar in nature to the types of

relations presented in the thematic summaries. Thus, although transfer

was not clearly demonstrated, the basic hypothesis that the presentation

of thematic summaries would enhance the memory for the instruction was

given considerable support.

Vocabulary Development

A second major thrust behind the study was to delineate the effects

of elaboration on the development of vocabulary. In this regard, one

purpose of the present study was to replicate the Ammon and Ammon (1971)

finding, that elaboration facilitates vocabulary development, with a

substantially different population - educable mentally retarded

children. The fact that subjects in all conditions showed consider-

able growth in specific vocabulary development was clearly demonstrated

in the results of the Weekly Picture Recognition Tests and the NPVT

60
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post-test. It was also hypothesized that the subjects in each of the

conditions would show a significant growth in general vocabulary develop-

ment (see Table 5), However, the data showed that only one condition

(Relational Condition) made such gains on the PPVT, which was the only

measure of general vocabulary development used in the study. Despite

the fact that the effects of the vocabulary instruction failed to

generalize to other vocabulary for the most part, it seems clear that

the EMR children definitely benefitted from the elaboration-based

approaches to vocabulary development.

Another hypothesis about vocabulary development was inferred from

the findings of previous basic research on elaboration (cf., Rohwer,

1971; Taylor, 1970; Turnure & Thurlow, 1973), and particularly from

the previous study of the effects of elaboration on vocabulary develop-

ment (Ammon & Amnon, 1971), that the conditions emphasizing relational

and thematic elaborations should facilitate vocabulary development

more than conditions emphasizing non-relational instruction (as in

the Non-Relational Condition). In five separate tests of this hypothesis

using measures of picture recognition (the MPVT and the Weekly Picture

Recognition Tests), only one provided statistical support. In general,

it seems that all instructional conditions were equally effective in

enhancing picture recognition of the vocabulary.

The final measure of picture recognition was the PPVT, which was

administered as both a pre- and post-test in order to determine whether

any general vocabulary development occurred as a result of the month-

long instructional intervention. However, as noted, the analyses

61
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revealed that only the subjects in the Relational Condition showed a

significant increase in the recognition of the selected items from

the PPVT. Whether this significant gain in PPVT performance signifies

that only subitcts in the Relational Condition developed general

vocabulary skills is not clear, but some support for this interpretation

is available from other indicies in the present study. For example,

it was found that the subjects in the Relational Condition gave sub-

stantially more "functional" definitions when asked to tell a story

about the UVISIT picture. It seems likely that this greater use of

functional definitions was a direct outgrowth of the emphasis on

functional relations that was prominent in the elaborations presented

in the Relational Condition.

Nation (1971) has previously pointed out the weaknesses of using

only recognition measures of vocabulary development, and he has parti-

cularly stressed the importance of obtaining measures of vocabulary

utilization. Such measures of expressive communication typically involve

several methodological problems (cf., Ammon & Ammon, 1971), with mean-

ingful indices of vocabulary utilization being particularly difficult

to obtain on pre-tests. Although the limited availability of the re-

quired methodology at pre-testing time made it impossible to obtain

baseline data, the study did contain one measure of vocabulary utiliza-

tion, as part of the UVISIT post-test. The results of the UVISIT test

supported the hypothesis that an emphasis on thematic summaries would

result in significantly greater utilization of the vocabulary words.
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Since tests of vocabulary utilization require individualized testing,

they are more expensive and time consuming than measures of picture

recognition. However, the data obtained from such tests are critical,

and it seems that every effort must be made to develop the methodol-

ogy necessary for obtaining reliable measures of expressive communi-

cation.

Evaluation of the Three Instructional Treatment Conditions.

Up to this point, the results, as well as the discussion of this

study have been presented so as to highlight the specific manipulations

employed (i.e., the type of elaborations and summaries), and not the

overall effect of each condition taken as a whole. But, it cannot be

denied that the combination of elaborations and summaries that defined

each condition is indeed important. Thus, the results will be reviewed

so as to interpret the implications for each of the three conditions.

Non-Relational Condition. The subjects in this condition were the only

ones exposed to totally non-relational elaborations. That is, all con-

texts presented in the elaborations and the summaries were designed so

as not to make any relational statements about any two vocabulary words.

As a result of this "bor'lrdment" type of approach, the subjects in

the condition performed essentially as well as subjects in the other

two conditions on most measures of specific vocabulary development.

But, as expected, they performed less well on each of the indices of

strategy ut'"..zation than either the Mixed Condition, the Relational Con-

dition, or both conditions, depending on the specific dependent measure.
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In short, there is not even one measure on which the Non-Relational

Condition can be considered the strongest of the three conditions.

Mixed Condition. The particular combination of non-relational elabora-

tions and thematic summaries in the Mixed Condition in many ways seemed

to provide the best of both worlds. However, on only three dependent

measures did the subjects in the Mixed Condition significantly out-

perform those in the Relational Condition. These dependent measures

(the total number of vocabulary words utilized in response to the UVISIT

picture, the number of non-relational elaborations utilized in describ-

ing the UVISIT picture, and the fewest non-associative responses to the

SORTS test) seem to have in common both an associative learning factor and

a vocabulary utilization factor. It seems that the opportunity to

generate their own elaborations provided by the manner in which the non-

relational elaborations were manipulated, taken in combination with the

thematic summaries, resulted in the enhanced elaborative ability of the

subjects in the Mixed Condition.

Relational Condition. The specific combination of relational elaborations

and thematic summary relationa provided to the subjects in the Relational

Condition seemed to provide an emphasis on functional relational techniques

rather than on elaboration. In particular- the subjects in this condition

performed quite differently to the UVISIT test, where they utilized:

a) the most functional definitions, b) the fewest non-relational elabora-

tions, c) the fewest extraneous (non - vocabulary) nouns, and d) the highest

proportion of vocabulary responses. In addition, the significant gain
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on the PPVT demonstrated only by the Relational Condition suggests

that this instructional treatment did indeed result in the develop-

ment of some very important vocabulary development skills.

Finally, the set, of findings indicating that although the Relational

and Mixed conditions surpassed the Non-Relational Condition on both

measures of organization and memory (the Weekly Grouping tests and

SORTS test), there was no difference between these conditions, strongly

suggests that only the exposure to thematic summary relations that was

shared by these conditions had any effect on the development of organi-

zation and memory skills. In many ways, the effects from the systematic

presentation of thematic summary relations found in the present study

seem to parallel the effects found with a month-long intervention in-

tended to facilitate the development of grouping and other memory skills

by young EMR children (cf., Riegel, Danner, & Taylor, 1972).

Suggestions for the Development of Future Elaboration-based Vocabulary,

Instruction for Retarded Children

1. It is not clear whether instruction like that found in the Relational

Condition or Mixed Condition is most effective for vocabulary development.

Most likely, the approach selected should vary depending on the

characteristics of the children being taught:

a. For children with deficits in expressive communication
and/or vocabulary utilization, the Mixed approach is

unquestionably the best.

b. For children who are hyperactive,
wise "disorganized" it would seem
Relational approach would be most

distractable, or other-
the more controlled
appropriate.

rJ
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c. For most children, it would seem that a blending of the two

approaches, it which they are presented with both types of
elaborations, given adequate opportunity to generate elabora-
tions, and provided with thematic summary relations, should

provide optimal instruction.

2. It would seem that concrete words are far easier to develop with

elaboration-based instruction than are more abstract vocabulary words.

a. Those words selected for the "Written Word Unit" (see Table 3)

proved to have the least satisfactory results as measured both

by pupil performance and the opinions of the classroom teachers.

b. Social studies type topics such as the present units on the

City and Airplanes (see Table 3) seem to be particularly adaptable

to the elaboration approach to vocabulary development.

c. Vocabulary topics that are related to skill development (e.g.,

Money Unit) seem to need teacher-directed activities, as well

as the elaboration-based vocabulary lessons, if both the skills

and the vocabulary are to be developed.

3. The combinati n of pictorially presented elaborations, and description

provided through an audio-tape, seems to be excellent for this population.

a. The instruction is greatly enhanced when the pictures are simple,

"easy to read," and present only a single context or relation.

b. The audio-tape in an approach such as this must be extremely
flexible, so that the teacher has the option of stopping the

tape when necessary.

c. The effectiveness of the approach seems to be enhanced when the
teacher is provided with both the pictures and a copy of the tape

script.

d. This approach bypasses reading and thus allows more age-
appropriate vocabulary words to be presented. Yet, individual
teachers could integrate reading into the instruction where it
is appropriate for their children.

4. Five new vocabulary words are too many to be introduced within one

vocabulary lesson using any systematic elaboration approach to instruc-

tion.

66
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a. This suggestion is made mainly because of time constraints, in
that twenty to thirty minute lessons would seem to be the
optional length for this population.

b. Two (or three at the most) new vocabulary words seem to result
in the optimal length elaboration-based lesson, in which
adequate development of definitions and relations can be made.

c. If previously developed vocabulary words (i.e., ones which have
been defined and elaborated upon) are to be later integrated,
it would seem that five words would result in an appropriate
length lesson containing only summary relations.

5. At single tape lesson on a word, as in the present study, is often

inadequate for developing important concepts.

a. Teacher-directed follow-up activitieu can be used to review or
expand upon the meaning of vocabulary words and concepts.

b. Such "post-activities" could also be used to develop math
skills based on the vocabulary.

c. Only one definition of a word should be presented within a
single lesson. Thus, words with multiple definitions (such
as "a penny is the only brown coin," "the penny buys less
than all the other coins," and "a penny is one cent") will
require several lessons to teach.

6. There is a need for improved testing methods and devices in order to

identify the current competencies of the children and to sequence instruc-

tion.

a. Tests of expressive and receptive vocabulary should be given
to demonstrate gain scores.

b. All instruction and testing should be derived from appropriate
behavioral objectives.

c. Every attempt must be made to measure the development of skills
as well as the development of vocabulary.
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in the special classes in these schools generally represented the higher

functioning EMR population, i.e., those children whom it was hoped might

be able to return to a "regular" class. "Special" schools were those

which contained only classes for mentally retarded children. The children

in these schools included the lower range of the EMR population, who,

because of their lower functioning and associated problems, were con-

sidered less likely to return to a "regular" class.
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Appendix A

A Sample Vocabulary Lesson

NOTE: This appendix contains one example of a
WiFulary lesson used in the study ("Buildings
in the City" from the City Unit). The general
format was the same for the three instructional
conditions (Relational, Non-Relational, and

Mixed). The variations in the types of elabora-
tion (relational or non-relational) and in the
types of summary (thematic or non-relational)
are noted in the appendix, and the specific
wordings for each variation are included.
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Buildings in the City

Advance Organizer: Today, me are going to learn the names of five
buildings. Remember, buildings are places where people live
or go to do things. All the buildings we will learn today are
in the downtown part of the city. And, if you go downtown, you
should be able to see all of these buildings.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Variation: Relational condition (additicual paragraph in Advance Organizer)

Take the picture out of the back of your books and put it down
beside your book. (Pause) This picture shows the downtown part of
the city; and, all the buildings we are going to talk about today are
in this picture. We will talk about the firL station, the apartment
buildings, the theaters, the skyscraper, and the parking ramp. Each
of these buildings is in the downtown part of the city that is in
your special picture.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SKYSCRAPER: Okay, let's begin now. Open your book of pictures and look
at the first picture. (Pause)

1. The first word we are going to learn today is "skyscraper".
Can you find the word "skyscraper" on your paper? (Pause)
Circle the word "skyscraper". (Pause) Now, you say "skyscraper".
(Pause)

2. The big building in your picture is called a skycraper because
it is a very, very tall building. It is taller than all the other
buildings downtown. Point to the tops of all the buildings in
town except the skycraper. (Pause) Now point to the top of the
skyscraper. (Pause) See how much taller it is? A skyscraper
is a very, very tall building.

3. "Big building" and "tall building" are words that mean the same
thing as "skyscraper". See if you can change this sentence so it
has the word "skyscraper" in it. "The 'big building' was the
tallest building in town." (Pause for children to say "The
'skyscraper' was the tallest building in town.")

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Variation: Non-Relational and Mixed conditions (after synonym f#31,
these conditions presented two non-relational elaborations)

4. Turn to page 2 now and look at the picture of the skyscraper.
This skyscraper is so tall that its top is hidden by the clouds.
Can you see the skyscraper? (Pause) Can you see all of it?

-iem
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That's right, we can't see all of this building because part of
the top is hidden by clouds. It is a very tall building. What

do we call this building? (Pause) Did you say "skyscraper"?
Good.

5. Turn to page 3 now. This picture is funny looking isn't it!
This skyscraper has hands and is reaching into the sky! Even
though real skyscrapers don't have hands like the one in the
picture, they still look like they are reaching up into the sky
because they are so tall. Close your eyes and think about a
real skyscraper reaching into the sky. (Pause)

Variation: Relational Condition (after synonym [ #3), this condition
presented a relational elaboration)

4. Now look over at your picture with all the buildings in it.
(Pause) This picture shows the downtown part of the city, and
only one of the buildings ille.this picture is a skyscraper.
Point to the skyscraper. (Pause) The skyscraper is the tallest
building downtown, and it is much taller than all the other kinds
of buildings we are going to talk about today. It is taller than
the theaters, the parking ramp, the apartment buildings, and the
fire station too!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FIRE STATION: Okay, now turn to the next picture in your book of
pictures. (Pause)

1. The building in this picture is a "fire station". Its name
is made up of two words: "firs:" and "station". Can you find the
words "fire station" on your paper? (Pause) Circle the words
"fire station". (Pause) Now, you say "fire station". (Pause)

2. A fireeriTtion is a place we call if we need firemen to help
us. We can tell the building in this picture is a fire station
because we can see the fire trucks in the doors. Point to the
fire trucks. (Pause) A fire station is a place where we call
or stop if we need firemen to help us.

3. Another word that means the same thing as fire station is
"fire house". Here is a sentence with the word "fire house"
in it; change it so it has the word "fire station" in it. "The
'fire house' was empty." (Pause for children to say "The 'fire
station' was empty.")

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

73
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Variation: Non-Relational and Mixed conditions (after synonym [#3],

these conditions presented two non-relational elaborations)

4. Now turn to page 5 so you can look at another picture of a

fire station. Can you see what is happening in this picture?
The fire station is empty because all the firemen and fire trucks

are at a house that is on fire. They are busy trying to put out

the fire. Point to the fire trucks. (Pause) They aren't at

the fire station, are they? Now point to the building where the
fire trucks stay when they aren't at a fire. (Pause) What is

the name of this building? (Pause) Good, the people who live

in the house that is on fire probably called the fire station to
get the firemen to come and put out the fire.

5. Turn to page 6 and look at the picture. This picture shows

the inside of a fire station. Let's see if you can make up a
story about what is happening in the fire station. Your teacher

will stop the tape now so you can all make up a story. [Teacher

stops tape and first gets children to pick out relevant features

in picture - man sliding down pole, others running to engines;
possible story - firemen getting ready to go to a fire.)

Variation: Relational Condition (after synonym r #3], this condition
presented a relational elaboration)

4. Now look over at your picture with all the buildings in it
again. See if you can find the fire station in this picture.

(Pause) Be sure you are pointing to the building with the fire
trucks in it. This building is the fire station. A fire station

is the place where people call or stop when they need firemen to

help them. People in any of the other buildings in the downtown
part of the city, like the skyscraper or the theater, could call

the fire station if they needed help from firemen.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *, * * * * * * * * *

THEATER: Okay, let's talk about another word now. Look at the next

picture in your picture book. (Pause)

1. It shows a "theater". Can you find the word "theater" on
your paper? (Pause) Circle the word "theater':

2. A theater is a building where people go to see movies. The

picture you are looking at shows the outside of a theater. Point

to the place where you pay to go see a movie. (Pause) Good,

it is in front of thif theater. A theater is a building where

people go to see movies.

74
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3. Sometimes people call a theater a "movie house". Theater

means the same as movie house. See if you can change this
sentence so it has the word "theater" in it. "Let's go to the

movie house." (Pause for children to say, "Let's go to the
'theater'.")

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Variation: Non-Relational and Mixed conditions (after synonym [#3],
these conditions presented two non-relational elaborations)

4. Now turn to page 8. This theater is full of people watching
the movie. There is a big movie screen in front of the theater
and all the people can see it from their seats. Point to the
movie screen. (Pause) Can you see how full the theater is?
(Pause) All the seats have people in them. What do we call
this building where people go to watch movies? (Pause) Did you

say "theater"? Good.

5. Turn to the next picture in your book now. It is on page 9.

This time you are going to make up a short story about this picture.
Try to make up a story that tells about the theater and the long
line of children in front of it. Your teacher will stop the tape
now so you can all make up a story about the picture [teacher
stops tape and guides children to make up a story which relates
the theater, the line of children, and the idea that the theater
is a place where the kids are going to see a movie - perhaps
something like, "The kids were in a long line in front of the
theater.")

Variation: Relational Condition (after synonym [#3], this condition
presented a relational elaboration)

4. Now look at your picture with all the buildings in it. There
are three theaters in the downtown part of the city in this picture.
See if you can point to all three of them.(Pause) These buildings
are the places where people go to see movies.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PARKING RAMP: Turn to the next page now so you can see a new picture.
(Pause)

1. This building is a parking ramp. "Parking ramp" is made up
of two words: "parking" and "ramp". Can you find the words
"parking ramp" on your paper? (Pause) Circle them. (Pause)

Now, you say "parking ramp". (Pause)
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2. A ramp, is a walk or road that goes from one floor to another,
so a parking ramp is a building where cars are parked on many
floors that are connected by ramps. The parking ramp in your
picture shows the ramp the cars go on and the floors where the
cars are parked. Point to the ramp that the cars go on the get
from one floor to another. (Pause) Now, point to the top floor
of the parking ramp. (Pause) Do you see all the cars parked
there? (Pause) The building in this picture is a parking ramp.
A parking ramp is a building where cars park on many floors, and
the floors are connected by ramps.

3. Other words that mean the same thing as parking ramp are
"car ramp", or just plain "ramp". Now, put the word "parking
ramp" where it goes in this sentence: "They left their car in
the 'ramp'." (Pause for children to say, "They left their car
in the 'parking ramp'.")

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Variation: Non-Relational and Mixed conditions (after Synonym 1#3),
these conditions presented two non-relational elaborations)

4. Good, now turn to page 11. This picture shows another parking
ramp. You can't see the ramp where the cars go from one floor to
another because it is hidden behind a wall. But you can still tell
it is a parking ramp because you can see all the cars parked on the
top floor. This parking ramp isn't very tall, but it still can
hold many cars because it covers a whole city block. What is the
name of this building that cars park in? (Pause) Did you say
"parking ramp"? Good.

5. Now look at page 12 and listen while I tell you about this
picture. "The parking ramp was so full of parked cars that no
more cars could park there. Even the ramp was filled with cars
trying to get into the parking ramp and no more cars could go
up it." Close your eyes now and think about the picture. Try
to remember the story that goes with the picture. (Pause)

Variation: Relational Condition (after synonym UM this condition
presented a relational elaboration)

4. Good. It should be easy for you to find a parking ramp in
the downtown part of the city now. Look over at your picture
with all the buildings in it. (Pause) Now point to the parking
ramp. (Pause) This is the building where cars park on many floors
that are connected by ramps. All the other buildings we talked
about today were buildings that people go into to do things, but
a parking ramp is a little different. A parking ramp is a build-
ing where people keep things. People keep their cars in parking
ramps while they aren't driving them.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *



APARTMENT BUILDING; Okay, turn to the next page at look at the
picture.

1. This building is an apartment building. "Apartment building"
is made up of two words: "apartment" and "building". Can you
find the words "apartment building" on your paper? (Pause)

Circle them. (Pause) Now, you say "apartment building".
(Pause)

2. An apartment building is a place where many families live.
Each family in an apartment building lives in a separate group
of rooms. The apartment building in this picture is a big one,
but apartment buildings can be big or small. An apartment building
is a place where many families live.

3. Another word that means the same as "apartment building" is
"apartment house". Listen to this sentence with the words
"apartment house" in it and change it so it has the words "apart-
ment building" in it. "The 'apartment house' was Very big and
old." (Pause for children to say, "The 'apartment building' was
very big and old.")

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Variation: Non-Relational and Mixed conditions (after synonym [#3],
these conditions presented two non-relational elaborations)

4. Now turn to page 14 and loo': at the picture carefully while
I tell you about it. The street in this picture has many apart-
ment buildings on it, but they are not all the same. One is
very new and fancy. Point to it. (Pause) Now point to the
very tall building. (Pause) It is so tall that many families
can live in it. Now point to the building in the middle of your
picture. (Pause) It looks like many apartment buildings - it
has many windows and just one door. Even though these buildings
look different, they are all places where many families live.
What do we call these buildings? (Pause)

5. Okay, now turn to page 15. This picture shows some more
apartment buildings. All of these apartment buildings are on
one street. See if you can tell your teacher something about
these apartment buildings. [Stop tape; teacher should guide
children to tell how all the apartment buildings on the street
look the same].

Variation: Relational Condition (after synonym [13], this condition
presented a relational elaboration)

4. Good. Now look at your picture that shows all the buildings
again. (Pause) Apartment buildings can look very different
from each other, but see if you can find some apartment buildings
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in this picture. Point to the buildings that look like apart-
ment buildings to you. (Pause) Remember, apartment buildings
are buildings where many families live.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Variation: Relational and Mixed conditions (after all words hau been
presented, these two conditions presented a thematic summary
of the five words - called an "integration". The introduc-
tion to the integration varied for the two conditions only
slightly in wording in the first four sentences. The word-
ing presented here is that used in the Mixed Condition)

Integration: Turn to the next page in your book now. It is page 16,

and there is no picture on it. Put away your papers with the new words
on them. Today we learned the names of five kinds of buildings in
the city. See how many of these five words you can remember now.
(Pause). Did you remember all of them? (Pause). Okay, take the picture
out of the back of your book. You can keep this picture when we are
finished with it. This picture shows all the buildings we learned today.
Now here is a story to help you remember the picture and all the buildings.
Listen carefully and try to see what's happening.

Mrs. Smith rushed to the phone and called the fire station. She

was in a hurry because the apartment building she lived in was on fire.
As soon as the firemen answered the phone, she screamed "Hurry, come
quickly! My apartment building is on fire!" "Wait a minute," the
fireman said. "There are a lot of apartment buildings in this city.
Where is your apartment building?" Poor Mrs. Smith didn't know the
names of the streets around her apartment building, but she did know
where the fire station was, so she told the fireman how to get from
the fire station to her apartment building. Before we hear how Mrs.
Smith told the fireman to get to her apartment building, I want you
to put an X on all the apartment buildings in the city. [Teacher

stops tape and children mark the apartment buildings]. There are a
lot of apartment buildings in the city, aren't there? Now, listen
carefully to the directions Mrs. Smith gave the fireman, and see if
you can find the apartment building that is on fire. First of all,
Mrs. Smith told the fireman to go past the three theaters - they are
all on the same street. Then, she told them to turn left onto a
street. "When you do this," she said, "you'll see three buildings.
One of the buildings is a skyscraper, and another is a parking ramp,
but the building I'm in is an apartment building, and it is on fire!
It is between the skyscraper aid the parking ramp." Did you follow
Mrs. Smith's directions from the fire station past the three theaters
to the apartment building? mood. You can't see that thir apartment
building is on fire in your picture, so put some flames on it. This
way, the firemen will be able to see which building is on fire. (Pause)
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All the new words we learned today were in this story about the
fire. Let's talk about each word again now, and I will ask you some
questions about them.

Point to the building in your picture where fire trucks stay
when they aren't at a fire. What is the name of this building?
(Pause--"fire station"). Good, a fire station is a place where we
call or stop if we need firemen to help us.

Now, point to the buildings that Mrs. Smith lives in. What do
we call this building? (Pause--"apartment building"). Right, we
call it an apartment building because many families can live there.

Okay, now look at your picture and find the buildings that
you could go to if you wanted to see a movie. What do we call these
buildings? (Pause--"theaters"). That's right, a theater is a
building where people go to see movies.

Point to the building in your picture that is the tallest
building. It is the building that is taller than all the other
buildings in the city. What is the name of this building? (Pause- -

"skyscraper"). Right, it is called a skyscraper because it is a
very, very tall building.

Now, point to the building where cars park on many floors.
What do we call this building? (Pause--"parking ramp"). A pal-king
ramp is a building where cars can park on many floors, and the floors
are connected by ramps.

Okay, now use the picture and story to remember the five new
words we learned today.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Variation: Non-Relational Condition (after all words had been presented,
this condition presented a non-relational summary of the
five words)

Extra Elaborations: Turn to next page in your book now. It is page 16,
and there is no picture on it. Put away your papers with the new words
on them. Today we learned the names of five kinds of buildings in the
city. See how many of these five words you can remember now. (Pause).
Did you remember all of them? (Pause). Okay take the loose pictures out
of the back of your book. You can keep these pictures when we are
finished with them. Each of the pictures shows one of the buildings
we learned today, and I will tell you a story about each one to help
you remember the picture and all the buildings.

Look at your first picture now. It shows a very, very tall build-
ing - a skyscraper. Point to the little boy standing at the bottom of
this huge skyscraper. (Pause). He is looking way up, trying to see the
skyscraper. Pretend you are this little boy. When you stand at the
bottom of a skyscraper and look up, everything looks so big, and the
top looks so very far away. Even if you aren't very little, you really
feel small when you stand next to a skyscraper and look up at it!

79
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Okay, now turn to page 2. This building is a fire station. "Fire

station" was the second word we learned today. People usually call
a fire station to get the fireman to come and put out a fire. But

look at your picture! The firemen in this picture are putting out
a fire, but look where the fire is It is in the fire station! No-
body had to call the firemen to come and put out a fire; they were
already at the building that was on fire!

Let's turn to page 3 now. This picture shows a "theater", the
place where people go to watch movies. Here is a little story about
what is happening in this picture. The two little boys are trying
to sneak into the theater so they can watch the special movie that
is showing. Everybody had been talking about the movie that was
going to be at the theater, and the two little boys really wanted to
see it. But, they didn't have any money to pay to get into the
theater. So, they decided to sneak into the theater by crawling on
their knees. The little boys can't see him, but there is a big man
standing right by the door they are crawling up to. The man is smiling
though. Can you guess why? (Pause). Look at the sign on the movie
picture - it says "Free movie today!" What do you think will happen
when the two little boys run into the man? Your teacher will stop
the tape now so you can tell her what will happen [Story may tell the
man is laughing because the boys don't have to sneak in, the man
might scare the boys, but they will get to see the movie].

Good, now look at your next picture on page 4. This picture
is about the fourth kind of building we learned today. It is a place
where cars park on many floors and drive from one floor to the next
on ramps. We call it a parking ramp. The parking ramp in your pic-
ture is really full and it looks like its time for everyone to go
home. Point to all the cars that are on the ramps of this parking
ramp. (Pause). They are all trying to get down to the street so
they can go home, but there is so much traffic in the street that
none of the cars are moving very much!

Okay, now let's look at page 5. The building in this picture
is an apartment building. It is a place where many families live.
The apartment building in your picture is not very big, but its not
real small either. Let's see if you can figure out how many families
live in this apartment building. Look at the front of the building;
every place you'see a window, there is one family living there.
Count the windows on the front of this building now and tell your
teacher how many families live in this apartment building (Pause- -
children should find that there are 12 or 16 families living in the
building, the number will depend upon whether or not they count the
blocks on the first floor as windows).

Good. Now look at all five pictures again and see if you can
remember the names cf &lihe buildings we learned today.

O
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Appendix B

Tests
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Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)

Instructions and Items Used in Group Administration

Instructions for Group Administration:

Hi! My name is . Today we are going to play a
picture game with you.

On your desks, you have a book of pictures, an answer sheet
booklet, and a yellow cover sheet. [Show each as it is
mentioned.] Now, take your pencil and write your name
on the cover of the answer sheets. Good!

Okay, let's turn to the first page o' your answer sheets. All
the pages in this booklet are the same. There are four
boxes on each page, but we only want to look at one box
at a time. Now, take your yellow cover sheet, and cover
all of the boxes on the page except box number 1. Like
this 'demonstrate]. Good!

Now take your book of pictures and put it next to your answer
sheet booklet. These picture books that you are using are
not ours, and they are very expensive, so please be very
careful with them. Do not make any marks in them. Okay,
you can open your picture book now. Turn to page 1. It
looks like this [show large book]. Be sure you are only
looking at page 1. You can see that there are four places
on this page, and each one has a picture in it. Now, box
#1 on your answer sheet looks just like page #1 in your
picture book except for one thing. It has four places,
but there aren't any pictures in them.

Now, and I are going to show you how to use the picture
book and answer sheets to play the picture game. Watch us
carefully so you will know how to play the game when it's
your turn. Good.

Demonstration of #1: , I will say a word, then I
want you to put your finger on the picture of the word
I have said. But, before you pick the picture, be sure
to look carefully at all four pictures in the picture
book.

Are you ready to try it? Point to car. Keep pointing
to car. Now find the place on your answer sheet where
car would be and mark it. It should be the place that
is the same as the picture of car in the picture book.
Very good.
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Now Z want everyone to try this same one. Point to car. Keep
pointing to car, and find the place on the answer sheet
that is the same as the one you are pointing to in your
picture book. Did you do it the same as did?

Good. Move your cover sheet down now so you can see
number 2.

Okay, let's try another one. Turn to page 2 and make sure you
are looking only at page 2. Now point to cow. Be sure
you remember to look at all four pictures first. Now
keep pointing to cow while you find the place on your
answer sheet where cow would be. Mark an X in that place just
like you did before. Good. Move your cover sheet down
so you can see box number 3.

Now turn to page 3, and make sure you are only looking at page
3. Point to baby after you have looked at all four pictures.
Keep pointing to baby. Now find the place on your answer
sheet that is the same as the one you are pointing to, and
mark it. Now move your yellow sheet so you can see box #4.

Now turn to page 4. Point to girl. Be sure you look at all four
pictures before you pick one. Keep pointing to girl. Now
find the place on your answer sheet where girl would be and
mark it. Good. This was the last box on this page, so turn
the page and find box #5. Cover all the others so you can
only see box #5.

Okay, turn to page 5
it. Good. Now
can see box #6,

Point to block after
the place where

in your picture book. Point to ball and mark
lets try #6. Move your cover sheet so you
and turn your picture book to page 6.

you have looked at all four pictures. Mark

it is on your answer sheet. Good.

Now lets do number 7. (Check to be sure kids have moved cover
sheet down, and have turned to page 7). Point to clown
and mark it on your answer sheet.

Okay, here's number 8. Are you ready? Point to key and mark it
in your answer booklets.

Now, turn to the next page in your answer book. The first box
on this page is number 32. So, let's turn to page 32 in
our picture books. Okay, are you ready?

83
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Point to caboose and mark it on your answer sheet. Good. Now
move your cover sheet so you can see box #33 and turn to
page 33 in your picture book.

[Continue in this manner, occasionally reminding children to look
at all four pictures, and to keep pointing to the picture
while they mark their answer sheets.)

Test Itfass for Group Administration (Form A, items 32-75)

32. Caboose 54. Group

33. Envelope 55. Tackling

34. Picking 56. Transportation

35. Budge 57. Counter

36. Goggles 58. Ceremony

37. Peacock 59. Pod

38. Queen 60. Bronco

39. Coach 61. Directing

40. Whip 62. Funnel

41. Net 63. Delight

42. Freckle 64. Lecturer

43. Eagle 65. Communication

44. Twist 66. Archer

45. Shining 67. Stadium

46. Dial 68. Excavate

47. Yawning 69. Assaulting

48. Tumble 70. Stunt

49. Signal 71. Meringue

50. Capsule 72. Appliance

51. Submarine 73. Chemist

52. Thermos 74. Arctic

53. Projector 75. Destruction
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Minnesota Picture Vocabulary Test (MPVT)

Instructions and Items Used in Group Administration

Instruction for Group Administration:

Hi! My name is . Today we are going to play a picture
game with you.

On your desks, you have a booklet of pictures, an answer sheet
booklet, and a yellow cover sheet. [Show each as it is
mentioned.] Now, take your pencil and write your name on
the cover of the answer sheets. Good!

Okay, let's turn to the first page of your answer sheets. All
the pages in this booklet are the same. There are four
boxes on each page, but we only want to look at ont. box
at a time. Now, take your yellow cover sheet, and cover
all of the boxes on the page except box number 1. Like
this [demonstrate]. Good!

Now, take your booklet of pictures and put it next to your answer
sheet booklet. These picture books that you are using are
not ours, and they are very expensive, so please be careful
with them. Do not make any marks in them. Okay, you can
open your picture book now. Turn to page 5. It looks like
this [show booklet]. Be sure you are only looking at page
5. You can see that there are four places on this page,
and each one has a picture in it. Now, box #5 on your
answer sheet looks just like page #5 in your picture book
except for one thing. It has four places, but there aren't
any pictures in them.

Now, and I are going to show you how to use the picture
book and answer sheets to play the picture game. Watch us
carefully so you will know how to play the game when it's
your turn. Good.

Demonstration of #5: , I will say a word, then I
want you to put your finger on the picture of the word
I have said. But, before you pick the picture, be sure
to look carefully at all four pictures in the picture book.

Are you ready to try it? Point to ball. Keep pointing
to ball. Now find the place on your answer sheet where
ball would be and mark it. It should be the place that is
the same as the picture of ball in the picture book.
Very good.
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Now I want everyone to try this same one. Point to ball. Keep

pointing to ball, and find the place on your answer sheet
that is the same as the one you are pointing to in your
picture book. Did you do it the same as did?

Good. Move your cover sheet down now so you can see box
number 6.

Okay, let's try another one. Turn to page 6 and make sure you
are looking only at page 6. Now point to gun. Be sure you

remember to look at all four pictures first. Now keep point-

ing to gun while you find the place on your answer sheet where
gun would be. Mark an X in that place just like you did before.
Good. Move your cover sheet down so you can see box number 7.

Now turn to page 7, and make sure you are only looking at page 7.
Point to flag after you have looked at all four pictures.
Keep pointing to flag. Now find the place on your picture
sheet that is the same as the one you are pointing to, and
mark it. Now move your yellow sheet so you can see box #8.

Now turn to page 8. Point to toys. Be sure you look at all four
pictures before you pick one. Keep pointing to toys. Now

find the place on your answer sheet where toys would be and
mark it. Good. This was the last box on this page, so turn
the page and find box #9. Cover all the others so you only
see box #9.

Turn to page 9 in your Picture book. Point to teller and mark

it on your answer sheet. Good. Now move your cover sheet
so you can see box #10 and turn to page 10 in your picture

book.

[Continue in this nanner, occasionally reminding children to look
at all four pictures, and to keep pointing to the picture
while they mark their answer sheets.]

Test Items for Group Administration:

9. Teller 18. Check 27.

10. Period 19. Paragraph 28.

11. Money 20. Taxi 29.

12. Quarter 21. Telephone booth 30.

13. Tape measure' 22. Inch 31.

14. Pedestrian 23. Quart 32.

15. Departure 24. Hangar 33.

16. Helicopter 25. Equal 34.

17. Cockpit 26. Pint 35.

Penny

Table of Contents

Fire Station

Quotation marks

Terminal

Change

Encyclopedia

Crosswalk

Safe

86

36. Crew

37. Yardstick

38. Sea plane

39. Traffic light

40. Billboard

41. Skyline

42. Theater

43. Foot

44. Dictionary
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Weekly Tests

Instructions and Sample Test Pages for Weekly Picture

Recognition Test and Weekly Grouping Test

Instructions for Group Administration of Weekly Picture Recognition Test:

Hi! My name is . Today we are going to play a picture
game with you.

On your desks, you have a booklet of pictures, an answer sheet
booklet, and a yellow cover sheet. [Show each as mentioned.]
Now, take your pencil and write your name on the cover of
the answer sheets. Good!

Okay, let's turn to the first page of your answer sheets. All the

pages in this booklet are the same. There are four boxes on
each page, but we only want to look at one box at a time.
Now, take your yellow cover sheet, and cover all the boxes
on the page except box number 1. Like this [demonstrate].
Good!

Now take your booklet of pictures and put it next to your answer
sheet booklet. Do not make any marks in the picture books.
Okay, you can open your picture book now. Turn to page 1.
It looks like this [show booklet]. Be sure you are only
looking at page 1. You can see that there are four places
on this page, and each one has a picture in it. Now, box
#1 of your answer sheet looks just like page #1 in your
picture book except for one thing. It has four places, but
there aren't any pictures in them.

I will say a word, then I want you to put your finger on the
picture of the word I have said. But, before you pick the
picture, be sure to look carefully at all four pictures
in the picture book. Are you ready to try it? Point to
(billboard). Keep pointing to (billboard). Now find the
place on your answer sheet where (billboard) would be and
mark it. It should be the place that is the same as the
picture of (billboard) in the picture book. Very good.
Now move your cover sheet down so you can see box #2, and
turn to page 2 in your picture books.

Okay, let's try another one. Turn to page 2 and make sure you
are looking only at page 2. Now point to (apartment building).
Be sure you remember to look at all four pictures first. Now
keep pointing to (apartment building) while you find the
place on your answer sheet where (apartment building) would
be. Mark an X in that place just like you did before. Good.

Move your cover sheet down so you can see box number 3.
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[Continue in the same manner with items 3 through 15. Occasionally

remind the children to look at all four pictures, and to keep
pointing to the picture while they mark their answer sheets.)

Example of Instructions for Group Administration of Weekly Grouping Test:

On [day of week] we had picture books and special pictures about
(walking in the city). One (thing in the city) that we
learned about was a ( pedestrian). Can you see the (pedes-
trian) at the top of tae page? Good. Put a big X on the

(pedestrian). Now you think about the special picture(s)
you had, and try to remember the other (things) in the

city that we learned about with (pedestrian).

Now, look at each picture on this page. If you think that it is

one of the (things in the city) that we learned with

(pedestrian), then put an X on it. Lock at all of the
pictures, and make sure that you only put an X on the ones
that we learned wit!: (pedestrian).

This same procedure was used for each grouping picture, with specific

wordings outlined for each picture. wording varied with the subject

matter.

Sample Test Page for Weekly Grouping Test; (see page 65).
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Utilization of Vocabulary and Instructional Strategies

Individual Test (UV1S1T)

Instructions

Warm-up: Establish rapport with the child, and encourage him to do
most of the talking.

1. Genetal topics: weather, school, current evints, sports.

2. Final Warm-up: Ask, "Has your class gone on any field trips
this year? Where did you go?" Then select a field trip that
is unrelated to the UVISIT city picture, and have the child
elaborate on it.

Part 1:

1. Say: "Now I'm going to show you a picture, and I want you to
look this picture very carefully."

-Show the UVISIT picture, and allow about 15 seconds
for the child to look it over.

2. Say: "Now, I want you to tell me all about this picture.
I'm going to listen to you and write some things down, but
I'm not going to interrupt you and talk to you about the
picture. You keep talking, and tell me all about the picture."

a. Don't interact with the child except to say again,
"Tell me all about the picture," or "Can you tell me
more about the picture?"

b. Don't answer questions.

c. Don't give feedback on child's approach.

d. Don't provide reinforcement because this may serve
to unfairly reinforce his style (e.g., listing or
relating).

E. After any long pause, ask: "Is there any more you
want to tell me about this picture?"

3. Conclude by sincerely saying "You told me a lot about this
picture."



Part 2:
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Say: "Now, suppose we divide this whole picture into two
parts. Just like we would take scissors and cut the picture
into two seperate pictures. The top part of the picture shows
the downtown part of the city and the freeway, and the bottom
part shows 3 blocks in the city."

2. Say: "Now let's look at just these 3 blocks, and not the
rest of the city, and well play a pretend game. Let's
pretend that I don't know anything about this part of .the
city, and I want you to tell me a story about it. So,

would you tell me a story and say what everything is, where
it is, and which things go together?"

Prompts:

a. "Tell me a story about-the things."

b. "Tell me whole sentences - don't just name things."

c. "Don't just point to things - tell me where they are."
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